Identifying the molecular changes that lead to ecological specialization during speciation is one of the major goals of molecular evolution. One question that remains to be thoroughly investigated is whether ecological specialization derives strictly from adaptive changes and their associated trade-offs, or from conditionally neutral mutations that accumulate under relaxed selection. We used whole-genome sequencing, genome annotation and computational analyses to identify genes that have rapidly diverged between two incipient species of Saccharomyces paradoxus that occupy different climatic regions along a south-west to north-east gradient. As candidate loci for ecological specialization, we identified genes that show signatures of adaptation and accelerated rates of amino acid substitutions, causing asymmetric evolution between lineages. This set of genes includes a glycyl-tRNA-synthetase, GRS2, which is known to be transcriptionally induced under heat stress in the model and sister species S. cerevisiae. Molecular modelling, expression analysis and fitness assays suggest that the accelerated evolution of this gene in the Northern lineage may be caused by relaxed selection. GRS2 arose during the whole-genome duplication (WGD) that occurred 100 million years ago in the yeast lineage. While its ohnolog GRS1 has been preserved in all post-WGD species, GRS2 has frequently been lost and is evolving rapidly, suggesting that the fate of this ohnolog is still to be resolved. Our results suggest that the asymmetric evolution of GRS2 between the two incipient S. paradoxus species contributes to their restricted climatic distributions and thus that ecological specialization derives at least partly from relaxed selection rather than a molecular trade-off resulting from adaptive evolution.
Introduction
Ecological speciation has contributed significantly to contemporary species diversity (Doebeli and Dieckmann 2003; Schluter 2009; Shafer and Wolf 2013) . Identifying the genes and molecular mechanisms responsible for adaptation to different habitats during this process remains challenging (Butlin et al. 2012; Seehausen et al. 2014) . Achieving this goal requires that we study speciation events in their early steps and that we pinpoint the initial molecular mechanisms and the associated ecological factors that ultimately lead to adaptation (Seehausen et al. 2014; Kaufmann et al. 2015) . The development of genomic technologies contributed to the identification of several genomic regions evolving under adaptive divergence in model and nonmodel species (Andrew and Rieseberg 2013; Gagnaire et al. 2013; Franchini et al. 2014) . In some cases, identifying the loci involved led to the mapping of single genes that played a role in early adaptation and phenotypic differentiation, contributing to the definition of the ecological niches of the emerging species (Lawniczak et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012; Streisfeld et al. 2013) .
While most studies focus on the role of natural selection in driving adaptive changes and their consequences for ecological specialization, relaxed selection and fitness trade-offs may likewise contribute to define specific ecological niches (Mikonranta et al. 2012; Velotta et al. 2014) . For instance, adaptation to new ecological conditions may involve adaptive evolution at key loci and these molecular changes may reduce fitness in the ancestral environments, thus contributing to defining the ecological barriers between species (reviewed in Bleuven and Landry 2016) . Alternatively, mutations that accumulate because they are neutral in the new environment could be deleterious in the ancestral one, again leading to specialization (Cooper and Lenski 2000; Zhong et al. 2004) . Ecological specialization therefore does not necessarily derive from the fixation of adaptive mutations. Much of the studies of these processes at the molecular level derive from experimental evolution in the laboratory (Bleuven and Landry 2016) and only few examples in nature at the molecular level showed the role of trade-offs or relaxed selection in causing ecological specialization (Oakley et al. 2014; Calderoni et al. 2016) . In principle, model species should facilitate the investigation of this process by providing extensive genome annotations, experimental tools and controlled rearing environments in which fitness assays can be performed directly on alleles of genes underlying specific traits (Pavey et al. 2012) .
To examine the molecular bases of population divergence and ecological differentiation at the molecular level, we make use of the incipient speciation event that is taking place in the budding yeast Saccharomyces paradoxus in North America (Kuehne et al. 2007; Charron et al. 2014a ). Due to its past glacial cycles, North America has been described as a hotspot for population differentiation and allopatric speciation for a diverse range of organisms including plants (de Lafontaine et al. 2010) , freshwater fish (April et al. 2013) , and insects (Ford and Aquadro 1996) . Two S. paradoxus lineages, SpB and SpC, have evolved independently over the last glaciation and currently thrive in geographically distinct but overlapping regions along a south-west to north-east gradient that most likely reflects their ecological specialization ( fig. 1A and B) Leducq et al. 2016) . Additionally, progeny survival is strongly reduced in inter-lineage crosses, showing that they are in the process of becoming different species (Charron et al. 2014b) .
The ecological factors underlying the distribution pattern of these lineages are still largely unknown. However, previous studies have shown differences between lineages in growth at high temperature (35 C to 37 C), survival to freeze-thaw cycles and utilization of carbon sources (Samani et al. 2015; Leducq et al. 2016) . In addition to these observations, temperature tolerance of yeast species, including S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus, was shown to predict world-wide distribution patterns (Robinson et al. 2016) , indicating that it is a major cause for species-specific distributions. Accordingly, of particular interest for our system is the divergent tolerance to high temperature between the SpB and SpC lineages that matches their current geographical occurrence with a north-south distribution ). The southern lineage SpB (Leducq et al. 2016) . (B) Distributions of the SpB and SpC lineages in North America (modified from: Leducq et al. (2016) . (C) The McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test identified 124 candidate genes that evolved nonneutrally between SpB and SpC (Fisher's exact test, P value <0.05). These include 113 genes potentially under negative selection (Neutrality Index, NI > 1) and 11 genes with signatures of positive selection (NI < 1). (D) Seventy-six candidate genes were identified as evolving asymmetrically (Fisher's exact test <0.05), with 35 genes evolving faster in the SpB lineage (red dots) and 41 genes evolving faster in the SpC lineage (blue dots). Eberlein et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE shows a strong fitness advantage over the northern lineage SpC at high temperatures (30 C and above). In order to investigate the molecular bases of this phenotypic divergence and ecological specialization that has occurred in the last 100,000 years, we made use of recently sequenced genomes from several isolates of the two incipient species (Leducq et al. 2016) . Our approach allowed to directly examine the genome for the coding regions of genes with differential evolutionary rates in the two lineages and that may contribute to temperature-related traits based on gene annotation in the model sister species Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Results

Comparative Genomics to Identify Rapidly Evolving Genes
We assembled and annotated the genomes of 17 strains representing the genetic diversity of the three lineages of S. paradoxus in North America known as SpA, SpB and SpC (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online) (Leducq et al. 2016) . The clustering of predicted ORFs through an all-against-all reciprocal best BLAST Hits and Markov clustering algorithm resulted in 5,915 distinct gene clusters. The subsequent filtering of genes that were not found in all 17 sequenced strains reduced this number to 4,555 and enhanced the overall similarity of gene number between verified and predicted S. cerevisiae genes (supplementary tables S2 and S3, Supplementary Material online).
We performed two analyses to identify genes that may have diverged under positive selection or rapid evolution between the incipient species SpB and SpC. We first performed a McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991) using polymorphism and divergence data to identify the extent of purifying and potentially directional selection across the genome. A neutrality index (NI) greater than one indicates that genes are under negative selection and a NI smaller than 1 reflects an excess of nonsynonymous divergent sites, indicating positive selection. We observed a trend favoring NI values >1 (55% of all loci, fig. 1C and supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online), suggesting a bias towards purifying selection, as expected for most genes across the genomes. Further, we identified 124 genes with NI significantly different from 1 (Fisher's exact test, P value <0.05), with 11 genes potentially under directional selection while 113 genes showed signatures of negative selection (supplementary table S5 , Supplementary Material online). This 10-fold difference suggests that negative selection plays a more important role than positive selection in shaping polymorphisms and divergence in the coding genome between these two lineages. The same tendency was observed when comparing SpB and the European lineage SpA, which suggests that this is occurring in all populations (data not shown). The gene with the most significant NI that appears to be under positive selection is RAD2 (NI, 0.077, P value ¼ 0.00037, supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online), a nonessential gene in S. cerevisiae that is involved in DNA repair and UV resistance (Birrell et al. 2001 ). The role of UV resistance in the differentiation between SpB and SpC has not been investigated before but since they occupy different latitudes, UV exposure could be a driving force in differentiating these two lineages, as suggested for yeast populations diverging at microscales (Lidzbarsky et al. 2009) .
As a second test, we compared the number of amino acid substitutions that were fixed independently in the SpB and in the SpC lineages since their divergence from the closest sister clade SpA. We used a Fisher's exact test on fixed amino acid changes per gene and used the entire proteome as a reference to identify proteins with significantly asymmetric rates of evolution between the two lineages. These analyses led to the identification of 76 proteins (35 in SpB, 41 in SpC) that are evolving at asymmetric rates between the two lineages (P value <0.05, fig. 1D and supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). Two genes show asymmetric rates of protein evolution and significant NI smaller than 1, DOA4 (NI ¼ 0.24561, P value ¼ 0.021) and AIM20 (NI ¼ 0.00000, P value ¼ 0.024). DOA4 (Degradation Of Alpha) codes for a ubiquitin hydrolase and AIM20 (Altered Inheritance rate of Mitochondria) for a protein of unknown function.
Gene ontology analysis of the candidate genes with NI values consistent with positive selection failed due to the low number of significant genes (11 genes) while those with asymmetrical rates of evolution revealed no significant enrichment for biological processes, molecular functions or cellular compartments (supplementary table S7, Supplementary Material online). Divergence between the two lineages, at least in terms of protein-coding sequences, may therefore affect specific genes rather than entire pathways or molecular functions. We examined the two gene lists to identify genes with annotations in S. cerevisiae that would suggest functions that are related to the major known phenotypic differences between SpB and SpC, i.e., growth rate at hightemperature (Leducq et al. 2016) . We identified GRS2 in the analysis of asymmetric divergence among the genes that have evolved rapidly in the SpC lineage. GRS2 has previously been associated with the ability to grow at high temperature in S. cerevisiae through its expression that is induced during stress response, including high temperature (Chen et al. 2012) .
GRS2 codes for an aminoacyl tRNA-synthetase and is thus involved in protein synthesis. This protein is responsible for charging the Glycine-tRNA (tRNAGly) with its cognate amino acid. We observed a fourfold difference of amino acid substitutions in the SpC lineage, resulting in 13 substitutions in SpC compared with 3 in SpB (Fisher's exact test, P value ¼ 0.01; supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online) using SpA as an outgroup ( fig. 2A ). While this could indicate that the gene has evolved under directional selection, we find no excess of fixed amino acid replacements under the MK test (NI: 0.78, P value ¼ 0.77), suggesting that it may simply be evolving rapidly in this lineage due to relaxed selection.
The role of GRS2 is not completely understood because it has long been thought to be a pseudogene in S. cerevisiae due to its low expression level in laboratory growth temperature (30 C) ) and its Ecological Divergence between Incipient Species . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE dispensability (Turner et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2011 ), until its expression was shown to be induced at 37 C (Chen et al. 2012) . These features contrast with the essentiality of its paralog GRS1. GRS1 and GRS2 arose during the yeast whole-genome duplication (WGD) $100 Mya (supplementary fig. S1 and table S8, Supplementary Material online) (Gao and Innan 2004; Byrne and Wolfe 2005; Sugino and Innan 2005) . The function of the two genes has diverged since the WGD. For instance, the essential functions of GRS1 cannot be compensated by GRS2 under normal conditions (30 C) even when GRS2 is artificially overexpressed. However, at relatively high temperature for S. cerevisiae (37 C), GRS2 can restore the growth phenotype of the grs1 deletion mutant (Chen et al. 2012 ). This observation, along with in vitro assays showing that Grs2p has retained its aminoacylation activity in S. cerevisiae, albeit with a much lower efficiency than Grs1p (Chen et al. 2011) , suggests that it is still functional.
In addition to its reduced biochemical activity that suggests functional divergence, GRS2 has evolved significantly faster than GRS1 since the WGD in the Saccharomyces clade, with a fourfold excess in rate of amino acid substitutions ( (Kellis et al. 2004) , not including the SpB and SpC gene sequences). This suggests either rapid neofunctionalization for GRS2 or degeneracy. Consistent with the model of degeneracy, many post-WGD species have lost GRS2 (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online), which also suggests that the function of GRS2 as a paralog, if any, is still being resolved. GRS2's expression level also evolves faster than GRS1's between species. GRS1 mRNA level is relatively conserved between S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus (SpA lineage from Europe) (log 2 (Scer/Spar) ¼ 0.16) but GRS2 expression has substantially diverged (log 2 (Scer/ Spar) ¼ 2.18) (McManus et al. 2014) . The transcription level of GRS1 is 50 times that of GRS2 at normal temperature (30 C) in S. cerevisiae and this ratio is 230 in S. paradoxus (McManus et al. 2014 ). Contrary to GRS2, GRS1 in North American S. paradoxus is strongly conserved and shows only 1 nonsynonymous substitution in each lineage (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online).
Structural Bases of Grs2p Divergence
Before examining the phenotypic consequences of the rapid and asymmetrical rate of evolution of the GRS2 orthologs in SpB and SpC (GRS2 SpB and GRS2
SpC
, respectively), we investigated the structural consequences of the fixed amino acid Eberlein et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE differences. The protein structure in Protein Data Bank (PDB) that is closest to Saccharomyces (S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus) Grs2p is the human glycyl-tRNA synthetase (hGlyRS) (PDB Id: 4QEI and 5E6M) Qin et al. 2016) . The SpB/SpC Grs2p presents 292/592 (49%) of identity (66% similarity) with the hGlyRS. Grs2p contains three motifs ( fig. 2A ). Motif 1 (M1) is responsible for homodimerization and Motif 2 and 3 (M2, M3) recognize the glycine and ATP substrates. Grs2p also contains three insertion domains ( fig. 2A ) (Cusack 1995; Freist et al. 1996) . The C-terminal region of Grs2p forms the anticodon-binding domain (ACBD) that is responsible for the tRNA binding specificity.
Differences in amino acid residues between SpB and SpC do not occur in M1, M2 and M3 (supplementary fig. S2A , Supplementary Material online) but are concentrated in Insertion Domain 1 and 3 (ID1, ID3), ID3 and ACBD ( fig.  2A ). However, according to the model, these residues do not interact with tRNAs, unlike many other residues in these regions (fig. 2B and C and supplementary fig. S2C , Supplementary Material online). The fixed amino acid changes between the two lineages are observed in all strains sequenced except for YPS667, which is a SpC strain that shows three substitutions that are fixed in SpB (ID1: K95, ACBD: K500, K606). YPS667 was shown recently to have phenotypic characteristics similar to the SpB lineage at high temperature ). This strain is potentially a hybrid between SpC and the introgressed lineage SpC*, which suggests that these alleles were not ancestrally maintained but acquired after the SpB and SpC divergence (Leducq et al. , 2016 . ID1 and ID3 are flexible and responsible for conformation change during glycylation (Qin et al. 2014 Deng et al. 2016) .
Based on comparative sequence analyses, the fixed amino acid change that most likely has a significant impact on Grs2p activity is located at position 95. This substitution differentiates SpB (Lys95) and SpC (Arg95) and is localized in ID1. As a functional domain, ID1 is flexible and interacts at specific residues with the tRNA ( fig. 2C and supplementary fig. S2C , Supplementary Material online) (Kaur and Subramanian 2015) . A multiple sequence alignment with plant and animal GlyRS shows that Lys95 is conserved in these eukaryotic homologs (supplementary fig. S2B , Supplementary Material online), unlike other sites with fixed amino acid substitutions that occur in functional domains between SpB and SpC for Grs2p. In addition, this residue is also conserved for the paralogous Grs1p in S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus (K103), indicating that Lys95 of Grs1p is likely a key residue for GRS1's and GRS2's functions. In humans, ID1 is involved in the aminoacylation of the tRNA and interacts with its acceptor arm (Guo et al. 2009; Qin et al. 2014 ). Mutations and deletions in ID1 have been associated with functional consequences that lead to the Charcot-MarieTooth subtype 2D (CMT2) disease (Yao and Fox 2013) . Although it is still unclear how mutations in the hGlyRS lead to CMT2, it is assumed that these molecular changes reduce the activity of the glycyl-tRNA synthetase (Yao and Fox 2013) .
The substitutions observed in the hGlyRS that is involved in CMT2 (Yao and Fox 2013) are not the same as the fixed differences between Grs2p
SpB and Grs2p
SpC . However, a change in Grs2p from lysine to arginine (positively charged amino acids) at position 95 could influence the protein function. The functional impact caused by the substitution lysine to arginine (or vice versa) has been documented in several studies (Folcarelli et al. 1996; Mills et al. 2005; Patwardhan and Marsh 2007; Sokalingam et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2013) . Lys95 is localized near a negative patch formed by four aspartate residues ( fig. 2C ). Lysine contains only a single amino group and is therefore limited in the number of hydrogen bonds it can form (Betts and Russell 2003) . The Arg95 substitution in Grs2p SpC could form multiple stabilizing hydrogen bonds with aspartates. These multiple hydrogen bonds could consequently limit the flexibility and change of conformation of ID1.
To examine the potential consequences of these changes, we evaluated the possible impact of this substitution using simulations of protein dynamics as implemented in ENCoM (Frappier et al. 2015) and FoldX3.0 (Schymkowitz et al. 2005) . The results of both methods indicate that the mutation that causes the change from Lys95 to Arg95 could lead to a decrease in flexibility for ID1 and therefore diminish the catalytic activity of Grs2p in SpC (supplementary table S9, Supplementary Material online). In addition, the other residues that have been fixed between SpB and SpC also indicate independently a loss in flexibility for Grs2p in SpC. These results, along with the accelerated rate of evolution of Grs2p SpC , suggest that Grs2p has diverged in activity since the split of the two North American lineages of S. paradoxus.
Grs2p Abundance in SpB and SpC
Reduced activity from relaxed selection for GRS2 in SpC would be consistent with the fact that SpC strains grow poorly at high temperature, reflecting its distribution in northern habitats where they rarely face elevated temperatures . We thus investigated the phenotypic role of GRS2 at elevated temperatures. We fused both paralogs (GRS1 and GRS2) to GFP (Grs1p-GFP, Grs2p-GFP) in SpB and SpC. We first examined protein abundance of Grs1p in SpB and SpC using flow cytometry. We found that Grs1p is highly abundant relative to Grs2p in both lineages at temperatures ranging from 25 C to 37 C (supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online), confirming that like in S. cerevisiae, Grs1p is the most abundant ohnolog in S. paradoxus. We next investigated whether the expression of Grs2p was induced upon elevated temperatures as previously described in S. cerevisiae (Chen et al. 2012 ). Grs2p abundance in S. paradoxus was at the limit of detection by flow cytometry (supplementary fig. S4 , Supplementary Material online). We thus measured Grs2p by western blotting and detected the presence of Grs2p in both SpB and SpC, confirming that it is expressed in both lineages ( fig. 3A) . We measured higher Grs2p abundance in SpB compared with SpC for all temperatures, with a fold change of 1.08 (37 C) to 1.89 (30 C). The highest abundance of Grs2p in SpB was detected at 30 C, and returns to a basal level at 37 C, the upper limit of temperature tolerance of this species ( fig. 3A and supplementary fig.  S5 , Supplementary Material online). In SpC, Grs2p is similarly expressed in all four temperatures with higher abundance at Ecological Divergence between Incipient Species . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE 30 C, as also seen for Grs2p in SpB. The differential abundance of Grs2p in the two lineages follows the growth profiles of the two lineages, with higher growth for SpB, particularly at high temperatures ( fig. 3A ; ANOVA, strain-by-temperature interaction, P value < 2.2e-16, supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online).
Mechanisms that could explain the difference of Grs2p abundance across the temperature gradient between SpB and SpC are differences in mRNA abundance, in protein production rate or protein half-life. We measured transcript levels of GRS2 in SpB and SpC by qPCR at 30 C and found no significant difference in mRNA levels (P value ¼ 0.845; supplementary fig. S6 , Supplementary Material online), contrary to what was observed at the protein level. The average difference in mRNA levels was $6% higher in SpB compared to SpC. We next investigated protein half-life and quantified the degradation rates of Grs2p at 25 C and 37 C by blocking protein synthesis and subsequently following protein abundance over a time course of 18 h. At 25 C, Grs2p content in SpB and SpC did not show a significant change after 18 h (supplementary fig. S7 , Supplementary Material online). This suggests that the protein is equally stable in both lineages at this temperature and that higher rate of protein synthesis rather that protein stability can explain the difference in protein abundance observed between SpB and SpC at this temperature ( fig. 3A) . However, at 37 C we detected a decrease in protein abundance as a result of degradation in both SpB and SpC ( fig. 3B ). Grs2p showed a faster rate of degradation in SpB than in SpC, as shown by the smaller fraction that remains after 4, 8 and 18 h. These findings indicate that the differences in protein abundances of Grs2p in SpB and SpC at moderate to high temperature is likely caused by a different protein production rate rather than by differential transcriptional regulation or slower degradation in SpB.
GRS2 SpB Contributes to a Fitness Advantage at High Temperatures
We next examined whether the divergence of GRS2 between SpB and SpC could play a role in growth at elevated temperature. First, we measured the growth rate of representative SpB and SpC strains along a full temperature gradient to confirm their growth differences (supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online). SpB outperforms SpC at all temperatures except at 4 C where growth is minimal. The growth difference is particularly strong at high temperature (strain by temperature interaction; ANOVA, P value < 2.2e-16), as observed before for a larger number of strains (Leducq et al. , 2016 . We next tested whether the GRS2 SpB and GRS2
SpC alleles contributed to these fitness differences using a reciprocal hemizygote test ( fig. 3C and supplementary fig. S8 , Supplementary Material online). First, we measured the fitness of the laboratory crossed F 1 hybrids (denoted as: WT F 1 ). This WT F 1 showed an intermediate performance between the parents with a slight advantage over the expected midparent ( fig. 3C and supplementary fig. S8 , Supplementary Material online). Second, we detected significant fitness differences between the reciprocal hemizygotes at 30 C, 35 C and 37
C with fitness advantage for the hemizygote containing GRS2 SpB (ANOVA, P value (30 C) < 0.00671, P value (35 C) < 1.18e-09, P value (37 C) < 6.72e-09, fig. 3C  and supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary Material online) . The percentage of fitness gain of GRS2 SpB over GRS2 SpC , calculated as the difference between the two reciprocal hemizygotes relative to the difference between the two parental strains, was 1.1% at 30 C, 3.1% at 35 C and 9.6% at 37 C (median, supplementary fig. S8 , Supplementary Material online), showing that the observed divergence at the GRS2 locus contributes to the phenotypic divergence between the two lineages and this, particularly at high temperature.
To confirm the results observed in the hemizygote assays, we performed a complementary assay in the model S. cerevisiae. We used a competition assay where the S. paradoxus GRS2 SpB and GRS2 SpC alleles were expressed in a S. cerevisiae laboratory strain in which GRS2 was deleted. We cloned the genes and their promoter regions on expression plasmids and transformed them in the same S. cerevisiae genetic background. We confirmed a significant fitness advantage of GRS2 SpB over GRS2 SpC at 37 C with an average difference of 0.27% (paired t-test in each case with an independent reference clone, P value ¼ 0.0239) ( fig. 3D ). There was no fitness difference at 30 C (paired t-test, P value ¼ 0.2003, supplementary fig. S9A , Supplementary Material online). The fitness difference observed in S. cerevisiae is smaller than what is observed in the hemizygote tests. This could be due to the difference in growth conditions (solid colonies vs. liquid growth) and the fact that GRS2 is expressed in a different genetic background.
K95R Contributes to Fitness Difference at High Temperature
As discussed earlier, K95R could be a substitution with significant effect on Grs2p. We tested this by introducing a nucleotide substitution in S. cerevisiae to reproduce this amino acid change (equivalent to the difference between SpB-Lys95 and SpC-Arg95) using CRISPR-Cas9. We measured the fitness effect of this substitution in competition assays at 30 C and 37 C and detected a significant advantage of the WT (lysine) over the mutant (arginine) at 37 C, with a relative effect of 0.18% (paired t-test in each case with an independent reference clone, P value ¼ 0.0341; fig. 3E ), showing that this substitution can indeed contribute to the fitness difference seen between the SpB and SpC GRS2 alleles. Surprisingly, the mutation did not incur a fitness cost but a benefit at 30 C in S. cerevisiae (supplementary fig. S9B , Supplementary Material online), suggesting that this substitution on its own could be beneficial at lower temperature, although the GRS2 SpB and GRS2
SpC alleles show no difference at this temperature in competition assays.
Discussion
We examined the polymorphism and divergence of proteincoding genes between two incipient species of yeast in North America and found that negative selection is more pervasive than positive selection in shaping the proteome of these two Eberlein et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE lineages. We identified candidate genes that may contribute to the ecological specialization of the two S. paradoxus lineages SpB and SpC. Because previous studies have shown that temperature is a major factor causing species-specific distribution in yeasts (Robinson et al. 2016 ) and because of the strong divergence in performance at high temperature between SpB and SpC, we focused on one of the candidate genes, GRS2, whose function has been suggested to be important for growth at high temperature in the model S. cerevisiae.
GRS2 has previously been reported for its accelerated evolution since the yeast WGD (Kellis et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2012 ) and was lost in several post WGD species, for instance Candida glabrata, Naumovozyma castellii and Kazachstania africana (Byrne and Wolfe 2005). In S. cerevisiae, GRS2 likely plays a role at high temperature because it is upregulated, C to 37 C. Protein abundance is relative to Grs2p in SpB at 25 C (after correcting with actin as a loading control). (B) Grs2p degradation at 37 C measured by western blot. Grs2p was corrected with actin (loading control) at each time point for each replicate and set relative to the initial protein abundance (0 h) within each strain. (C) Fitness of WT SpB, WT SpC and their hybrid at 37 C. The reciprocal hemizygote expressing GRS2 SpB (F 1 grs2D SpC ) shows higher fitness compared with the hemizygote expressing GRS2 SpC (F 1 grs2D SpB ) (TukeyHSD post hoc test, P value <6.72e-09). Outliers are not shown. Mid-parent value is indicated as a red horizontal line. (D) Competition assays between S. cerevisiae expressing GRS2 SpB and GRS2 SpC at 37 C shows the higher fitness of GRS2 SpB (paired t-test, P value¼0.0239). (E) Competition assay between WT S. cerevisiae strains and mutated S. cerevisiae strains with the GRS2-K95R substitution indicates a fitness advantage of the WT allele of 0.18% (mean difference; paired t-test, P value¼0.0341). Paired tests in (D and E) are performed because for each competition (competition 1 and 2) the test strains are competed with the same biological replicate of the control strain (reference).
Ecological Divergence between Incipient Species . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE while its ohnolog GRS1 is downregulated (Chen et al. 2012 ). The role of Grs2p in heat response could be a neofunctionalization that occurred specifically in the S. cerevisiae lineage or in the recent ancestor with S. paradoxus. GRS2 would have subsequently been retained in the S. paradoxus lineages after the divergence from S. cerevisiae but it would have evolved asymmetrically between the SpB and SpC lineages as a response to environments with contrasting temperatures (fig.  4) . The lower temperatures faced by SpC at the northern limit of the S. paradoxus distribution would have resulted in relaxed selection acting on the gene, leading to rapid protein evolution, fixation of an amino acid substitution at a conserved site predicted to reduce its activity, and a reduction in protein abundance. Our findings therefore suggest that the contribution of this ohnolog to ecological specialization results from relaxed selection rather than adaptive changes. This would be a process analogous to the evolution of complex traits under relaxed selection in plants and animals (Lahti et al. 2009 ). For instance, relaxed selection was shown for the blind cave fish (Astyanax mexicanus) (Calderoni et al. 2016) where loss of constraints on the melanopsin and rhodopsin photoreceptors have been linked to eye loss, which at the same time reduces fitness outside of its normal habitat, where vision would be required. Relaxed functional constraint linked to a change in lifestyle was also shown to act on the gene Tas1r1 of the giant panda Ailuropoda melanoleuca (Zhao et al. 2010) . Tas1r1 encodes the umami taste receptor and because of the giant panda's change in diet $7 Mya, the receptor has evolved under relaxed selection, which led to its functional loss.
Contrary to our observations, previous experimental evidence suggests that ecological specialization is more likely to result from negative pleiotropy than accumulation of mutations (Cooper and Lenski 2000) . Such fitness trade-offs likely occur across many taxa and may play a key role in defining the geographical range of locally adapted populations. For instance, this has been recently observed in Arabidopsis thaliana, where QTLs associated with freezethaw tolerance in northern populations show fitness tradeoffs in other conditions (Oakley et al. 2014) . The discrepancy between our study and these ones could derive form the fact that different ecological conditions and demographic constraints could favor one mechanism of specialization over the other. For instance, contrary to populations grown in flasks in the laboratory, natural microbial populations often evolve in small effective population sizes in which the fixation of mutations is dominated by drift rather than selection. SpC for instance shows limited polymorphism, suggesting a small effective population size (Leducq et al. 2016 ).
FIG. 4.
Evolution of the ohnologs GRS1 and GRS2 in Saccharomyces. GRS2 evolved faster than its ohnolog GRS1 after the whole-genome duplication (WGD). GRS2 has been lost in several species but maintained in S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus. GRS2 is now induced during heat response in S. cerevisiae, the most thermo-tolerant species of the genus. GRS2 could have retained a similar function in the S. paradoxus lineage SpB, which occupies southern and warmer regions compared with SpC (see also fig. 1B ). The lower temperature of the SpC habitat could have led to relaxed selection on GRS2 in SpC. Alternatively, GRS2 could have evolved a new function (neofunctionalization), leading to a fitness trade-off at high temperature. The northern limit of the distribution in the North-East is shown for S. cerevisiae (black), S. paradoxus SpB (red) and SpC (blue). 
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The contribution of mutation accumulation to ecological specialization in the wild is extremely difficult to determined. For instance, in our case, a complete support for the mutation accumulation hypotheses would require showing that the molecular changes that occurred in the SpC GRS2 are not adaptive in any conditions, which is impossible to show. GRS2 could have evolved through neofunctionalization in SpC in specific conditions ( fig. 4) (Kondrashov et al. 2002; Mattenberger et al. 2016) with the consequence of a fitness trade-off at high temperature, as often seen for proteins with multiple and incompatible functions (Soskine and Tawfik 2010) . The only support we have for this hypothesis in the current system is that GRS2 has not been lost in any of the SpC strains we sequenced, contrary to many of the post-WGD species where it was frequently lost (supplementary fig. S1 and table S8, Supplementary Material online). In addition, we noticed that the mutations that have been fixed in GRS2 for SpC all have been predicted to increase rigidity. Rigidity is usually coupled with decreased protein activity and higher protein stability (Frappier et al. 2015) and thus could explain the lower activity for Grs2p in SpC and its lower degradation rate at high temperature. Evolving higher protein stability under the assumption of relaxed selection is unlikely (Giver et al. 1998; van den Burg and Eijsink 2002) and might hint towards the acquisition of a new function, where stability is beneficial over protein activity. Conditions in which stability is actually beneficial are high temperatures (Akbulut et al. 2013) , which itself is a trait for which SpC performs significantly worse than SpB (supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online). Finally, substituting lysine to arginine at a conserved site (equivalent substitution: SpB to SpC) in the S. cerevisiae background led to a fitness gain at (30 C) but a decrease at 37 C, suggesting that this residue could have antagonistic effects across temperature in SpC. For both fates ( fig. 4) , the evolution of GRS2 in SpC limits its ability to migrate southwards where high temperatures are more frequent.
Our study leaves open questions regarding the importance of other candidate genes in the divergence of SpB and SpC. On the one hand, GRS2 effectively explains a significant but small fraction of the fitness differences at high temperatures between SpB and SpC. Other genes that we identified could further contribute to these differences even if their functions are not clearly linked with growth at high-temperatures. Of particular interest are other genes that also arose during the yeast WGD and that show significant deviation from neutrality in the MK test and asymmetric evolution (e.g., DOA4, AIM20). Confirming their contribution would further support the role that paralogous genes can play an important role in ecological specialization (Sanchez-Perez et al. 2008; Mattenberger et al. 2016 ) and this, during the early steps of speciation.
Materials and Methods
Genome Screen for Candidate Loci Evolving under Positive Selection
Sequencing and De Novo Assembly
We used whole genome sequence data (TruSeq Illumina V R preparation protocol, paired-end 100 bp on a HiSeq 2500 Illumina V R system) from 17 strains representing the geographical distribution and genetic diversity of the three lineages (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online) (Leducq et al. 2016) . Sequenced reads were assembled de novo using AbySS with k ¼ 64 (Simpson et al. 2009 ). Scaffolds longer than 200 bp were retained for the following analyses.
Gene Prediction and Clustering of Orthologs
Coding regions were predicted from de novo assemblies using AUGUSTUS with a set of parameters resulting from training on S. cerevisiae S288C and applying the parameters appropriate for two closely related species (Stanke and Morgenstern 2005) . All predicted ORFs were translated into protein sequences. Duplicated proteins were eliminated within each putative proteome and an all-against-all Reciprocal Best BLAST Hits (RBBH) analysis was conducted using BLASTP (CamacHo et al. 2009) . A RBBH analysis consists in finding all inter-proteome pairs of proteins, which are each other's best BLAST hit (based on the best e-value and bitscore) and considers them as pairs of orthologs. To improve orthology detection, a soft filter for low information segments was used during the analysis (Moreno-Hagelsieb and Latimer 2008). The 5,887 curated protein sequences of S. cerevisiae (SGD project http://www.yeastgenome.org/download-data/; 2014-03-06) were also included in the RBBH analysis to assess the quality of the predictions and to provide functional information on orthogroups. The resulting putative ortholog pairs and the associated alignment scores were then passed to the Markov clustering algorithm (MCL) software with an inflation parameter of 3. This parameter controls the sizes of the resulting clusters. We selected the clusters that contained exactly one gene from each of our 17 strains, and excluded those where at least one intron was predicted in any strain or present in S. cerevisiae. False variation of intron boundaries can bias divergence analyses in complete deletion by causing the alignment of nonhomologous sequences. The remaining clusters were used as orthogroups in the subsequent analyses. Our clustering pipeline corresponds to a more stringent variant of a RBBH-based method that has been shown to be more accurate than several other popular methods of orthogroup inference (Salichos and Rokas 2011) .
Positive Selection and Asymmetric Evolution
We performed the McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test using the R-package PopGenome (Pfeifer et al. 2014 ). In addition, we searched for genes with different rates of evolution by counting lineage-specific fixed amino acid differences in each orthogroup alignment using SpA as the outgroup. We used the whole-genome as a reference for the expected ratios and used Fisher's exact test to identify significant biases.
Protein Alignment, 3D Structure Comparison and Molecular Dynamics Simulations 3D models of Grs2p for SpB and SpC were constructed by homology from the structure of hGlyRS (PDB Id: 4QEI and 5E6M) using the modelling software MODELLER Ecological Divergence between Incipient Species . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE (Eswar et al. 2007 ). The quality of the models was assessed by Ramachandran plot analysis through PROCHECK (Laskowski et al. 1996) . The SpB homodimer with the tRNA was obtained by superposition with the hGlyRS homodimer (PDB accession: 5E6M). Images were generated using PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org). Alignments of amino acid sequences and figures were performed and assembled with Multalin (Corpet 1988) and ENDscript (Robert and Gouet 2014) , respectively. Protein domains of GRS2 were visualized using GenVisR (Skidmore et al. 2016) . We evaluated the potential impact of single point mutations of GRS2 between the lineages SpB and SpC in terms of functionality and stability using dynamic simulations of proteins as implemented in ENCoM (Frappier et al. 2015) and FoldX3.0 (Schymkowitz et al. 2005) . ENCoM and FoldX3.0 are softwares that account for the nature of amino acids and predict the effect of single point mutations on protein dynamic and thermostability from vibrational entropy or enthalpy. Because these methods require 3D structure models as input, we were only able to predict changes from amino acid substitutions that were included in the initial 3D model (supplementary table S9, Supplementary Material online). For this subset of amino acid substitutions, we also assessed the ancestral state in SpA and S. cerevisiae.
Protein Abundance of Grs2p Using Flow Cytometry and Western Blotting
Two haploid strains representative of lineage SpB (UWOPS-79-140) and lineage SpC (LL2012_006) were used to measure Grs2p abundance in a temperature gradient between 25 C and 37
C. UWOPS-79-140 was isolated in Long Point, Ontario and LL2012_006 in Cap-Chat, Québec (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). We prepared haploid SpB and SpC strains by deleting the HO-locus with the kanamycin (KAN) resistance cassette from the plasmid pUG6 (Guldener et al. 1996) as described in Charron, and sporulated the diploid strains to obtain haploid ones. All oligonucleotides used to perform and confirm genetic modifications are listed in supplementary table S10, Supplementary Material online, and media are described in supplementary table S11, Supplementary Material online. Transformations were confirmed by growth on selective media and PCR amplification of the integrated marker. We fused the GRS1 and GRS2 gene with the GFP cassette in haploid strains using plasmid pYM25 (Janke et al. 2004 ).
We used a Guava easyCyte 14HT flow-cytometer (EMD MILLIPORE Ltd, Canada) to measure protein abundance. We started with quadruplicate pre-cultures overnight (OD 600 of 0.01) in 4 ml of synthetic complete (SC) media (25 C), which we diluted to an OD 600 of 0.1 in 4 ml the next morning (25 C). After cultures reached an OD 600 of $0.5 ($5 h at 25 C), we measured the GFP signal from 5,000 cells for each replicate (Grs1p-GFP and Grs2p-GFP; green detection channel, detection peak: 523 nm, range 30 nm, blue laser). We prepared subcultures with an OD 600 of 0.1 and incubated these for $6 h at 25 C, 30 C, 35 C and 37 C, and performed the measurement. S. paradoxus non-GFP tagged strains (negative control) showed a strong background fluorescence especially at higher temperatures. We therefore calculated the median for each control cell population and used the average of these median values across replicates to subtract from the median signal of the 5,000 counted GFP-tagged cells.
Experiments on the protein abundance of Grs2p in S. paradoxus were performed using western blotting. Individual cultures were grown overnight at 25 C in triplicates in 20 ml SC media (starting OD 600 of 0.01). Cultures in exponential growth phase were diluted back to an OD 600 of 0.1 in 100 ml until they reached an OD 600 of $0.5. Subsequently, we prepared sub-cultures at OD 600 of 0.1 in 50 ml, which were incubated at 25 C, 30 C, 35 C and 37 C. After 5.5 h of incubation (equivalent to OD 600 > 0.5), we collected 10 Units (1 U¼ 10 6 cells) per strain per temperature treatment. Cell pellets were kept at À80 C after removal of the supernatant. Protein extraction was performed by re-suspending the cell pellets in 200 ml of protease inhibitors (1 mM Phenylmethane-sulfonyl-fluoride, 0.5 mg/ml Leupeptin, 2 mg/ml Aprotinin, 0.7 mg/ml Pepstatin A in H 2 O). We added $0.13 g of glass beads and vortexed cells for 5 min, followed by boiling the samples for 10 min after adding 1 % SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate). The supernatants were clarified by centrifugation at 13,200 rpm for 5 min. The protein extracts were migrated on an 8% SDS-PAGE gel and transferred on a nitrocellulose membrane (LI-COR). Proteins were detected using Anti-GFP (SigmaAldrich, catalog-no: 11814460001) and Anti-Actin C4 (Milipore, catalog-no: MAB1501R) . Primary antibodies were detected using IRDye 800 goat anti-mouse IgG (LI-COR, LIC-926-32210). Images of the membrane were acquired using an Odyssey Fc Imaging System (LI-COR). We corrected the amount of protein for each sample using the relevant actin band (loading control). For each replicate, we calculated the change in protein abundance between temperatures as well as the differences between strains by calculating the ratio to the Grs2p abundance of SpB at 25 C to correct for batch effects.
Gene Expression
We measured the mRNA levels of GRS2 in SpB and SpC at 30 C for the same strains used to estimate protein abundance. We grew three biological replicates (from overnight cultures in exponential growth phase) each with three technical replicates in 4 ml liquid cultures (SC) with an initial OD 600 of 0.1 until they reached 0.5. Cell pellets were harvested and stored at À80 C until further processing. RNA extraction was performed as in (Diss et al. 2017) and expression levels were measured in a 7500 Real-Time PCR machine (Applied Biosystems). Standard curves for actin and GFP were prepared from purified and digested plasmids, respectively Act1 (actin) from the pMoBY collection (Ho et al. 2009 ) digested with EcoRI and pYM25 for GFP (Janke et al. 2004 ) digested with XhoI. We calculated the average C T from the technical replicates for each biological replicate. We fitted the C T values from the samples to the standard curves (serial dilutions from 10 ng to 10 À5 ng) to quantify expression of GRS2 of the three biological replicates. Act1 was used for normalizing the GFP signal across samples. We used the same haploid SpB and SpC strains expressing Grs2p-GFP from the protein abundance experiment (see above) to analyze protein degradation rates. This experiment was conducted in SC media using quadruplicates for each strain. From pre-culture over-night at 25 C in 50 ml of SC media, we diluted cultures the next morning to an OD 600 of 0.1 (in 500 ml) and treated them with Cycloheximide (380 mg/ ml) in exponential growth phase after $5 h of incubation (OD 600 of $0.5) to stop protein synthesis (Belle et al. 2006) . After the treatment, we incubated cells for $1 h (25 C) before we prepared sub-cultures (2Â 250 ml), which we incubated at 25 C and 37 C. From the subcultures, we prepared cells pellets (10 U) for each strain at time 0, 4, 8 and 18 h that were stored at À80 C until further processing. Protein extractions and western blotting were performed as described earlier. We quantified protein abundance at each temperature using actin as a loading control and calculated relative protein abundance to the amount at 25 C (reference ¼ 100%) for each replicate of each strain.
Fitness Assay
The Reciprocal Hemizygote Test We performed a reciprocal hemizygote test (Steinmetz et al. 2002) using the same SpB and SpC strains as above with antibiotic resistance cassettes for hygromycin (HPH) from the plasmid pAG32 (Goldstein and McCusker 1999) and kanamycin (KAN) from the plasmid pUG6 (Guldener et al. 1996) at the HO-locus for both mating types MATa and MATa (UWOPS-79-140 HO::HYG and LL2012_006 HO::KAN) . Gene deletion of GRS2 was performed by transformation with the marker natNT2 (antibiotic resistance cassette nourseothricin, NAT) from the plasmid pFA6-natNT2 (Janke et al. 2004 ). All deletions were confirmed by growth on selective media and PCR. We prepared inter-crosses between two haploid strains to generate isogenic hemizygotes, which are genetically identical except for the test locus where only one of the candidate alleles is present while the other one is deleted. Briefly, we crossed strains from overnight-cultures (5 ml each) in 4 ml liquid media to create reciprocal hemizygotes from different genetic background (SpB or SpC), respectively, SpB grs2D MATa*SpC MATa and SpC grs2D MATa*SpB MATa. After incubation overnight at 30 C we plated 10 ml on solid media with the antibiotics HPH (250 mg/ml), KAN (200 mg/ml) and NAT (100 mg/ml). Single colonies were isolated for glycerol stocks and frozen at À80 C. Wild-type hybrids were crossed using the same protocol by crossing haploid SpB and haploid SpC to achieve SpB MATa*SpC MATa. We selected diploid hybrids on selective media containing HPH and KAN. We prepared 10 independent crosses (biological replicates) for each reciprocal hemizygote and the WT hybrid.
Diploid parental strains were constructed from WT haploid strains that had the HO-locus, responsible for mating type switching, deleted (see above). We crossed SpB MATa*SpB MATa (both with HO::HPH) and SpC MATa*SpC MATa (both with HO::KAN). We confirmed single diploid colonies by PCR using the primer pairs for MATa and MATa to amplify fragments of different length that discriminate the two mating types (Huxley et al. 1990 ).
Phenotypic Screen of Reciprocal Hemizygotes
The experiment was performed in a temperature gradient from 4 C to 37 C degrees (4 C, 10 C, 15 C, 20 C, 25 C, 30 C, 35 C and 37 C) on solid SC media. Strains were handled on omnitrays (86 mmÂ128 mm petri dish) as in Leducq et al. (2016) using a robotic platform (BMC-BC, S&P ROBOTICS Inc.). Each growth assay was performed on a single omnitray to eliminate plate effects. Colonies were grown for two days on selective media before transferring them on the actual test plates. Plate pictures were taken at time point 0 (t0, right after transferring colonies onto the new plates) and then at intervals (on an average, every 5 h) until colonies reached saturation. While taking pictures, we exposed omnitrays for no longer than 10 min to a different temperature. Pictures were analyzed using the software ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012) , which converted pictures into 8-bit grey scale. Colony centers were identified and colony size was measured as integrated pixel density with a custom macro (Diss et al. 2013) .
Statistical analyses were performed in R (R Development Core Team 2010). We corrected each plate by removing the two outer rows and columns, as they tend to grow larger due to the absence of competing colonies. Colonies that did not show any or too little growth to be detected by the imagesoftware after 3.35 h were removed from further analyses. This reduced the number of replicated colonies for the parental strains to 24 (SpB) and 23 (SpC), and for the 10 independent crosses for the WT hybrid and reciprocal hemizygotes to 18-38 replicated colonies per single cross. We used specific time points for each temperature treatment to capture exponentially growing colonies (4 C ¼ 96.32 h, 10 C ¼ 33.83 h, 15 C ¼ 21.35, 20 C and higher¼ 11.3 h). We calculated the increase of colony size by subtracting the colony size from the first time point (t1¼ 3.35 h) from the colony size at exponential growth in each specific condition (see time points above). Colony sizes were log 2 -transformed and divided by the time interval in hours to measure a growth rate. We performed an ANOVA analysis to test for growth difference caused by strain (genetic background, G), temperature (environment, E) or strain by temperature interaction (G*E) effects independently for the parental WT strains and for the two reciprocal hemizygotes. A TukeyHSD post hoc test was performed to calculate significant differences between parental lineages and between the reciprocal hemizygotes at each temperature.
Competition Assay
Competitive Growth Assay between GRS2 SpB and GRS2
SpC
We performed a competition assay between two S. cerevisiae BY4741 (MATa his3D1 leu2D0 met15D0 ura3D0) strains that have the native gene deleted but expressing the GRS2 SpB or the GRS2 SpC alleles on a plasmid. Gene deletion of the GRS2 coding sequence in S. cerevisiae was performed using the plasmid pYM14 as template (Janke et al. 2004 ). The candidate genes Ecological Divergence between Incipient Species . doi:10.1093/molbev/msx153 MBE from SpB and SpC including promoter regions (þ1000 nt upstream and þ500 nt downstream) were cloned into the plasmid pRS316 (Sikorski and Hieter 1989) using Gibson cloning. All plasmids containing the alleles from either SpB or SpC were confirmed by PCR amplification and sequencing. In addition, we tagged the gene PDC1 in the BY4741 grs2D strain with GFP (PDC1-GFP, from plasmid pYM25) (Janke et al. 2004 ) and the competing strain BY4741 grs2D with mCherry (PDC1-mCherry, from plasmid pBS35) (Hailey et al. 2002) before transforming the plasmids. These two colors were used in the co-culture competition experiments.
The competition assay was performed at 30 C and 37 C in liquid SC media lacking uracil (SC-ura) using a Guava easyCyte 14HT flow cytometer (EMD MILLIPORE Ltd, Canada). Co-cultures in 5 ml SC-ura were prepared from strains in exponential growth phase. We combined strains with the different fluorescent tags using the same reference strain between competitions, allowing for a paired-test. This strategy allowed us to eliminate any bias that could occur from the different fluorophores affecting fitness. We performed this experiment with five biological replicates (independent transformation events of the expression plasmid into the S. cerevisiae background), each measured in triplicates. In the first competition, we tested the WT SpB allele with PDC1-GFP against the WT SpB with PDC1-mCherry. This competition was used as our reference. In the second competition, we compared the WT SpC with PDC1-GFP against the same reference SpB with PDC1-mCherry. We diluted cocultures with an initial ratio of 50:50 and a concentration of $500 cells/ml (OD 600 ¼ 0.05) and measured the change in abundance of cells with either Pdc1p-GFP or Pdc1p-mCherry over time. Co-cultures were diluted twice per day to maintain exponential growth, while changes in ratio of competitors were measured once per day.
The cytometer was set to count 5,000 cells from the coculture. We measured over a time period of 3 days (72 h) using the detection channels: green (detection peak: 523 nm, range 30 nm, blue laser) for the GFP fluorophore and orange (detection peak: 620 nm, range 52 nm, green laser) for the mCherry fluorophore. We calculated the ratio of Pdc1p-GFP/Pdc1p-mCherry cells after eliminating cells with two or no fluorescent signal. Competitive Growth Assay for the K95R Mutant We introduced a single mutation in the background of S. cerevisiae BY4741 (PCD1-GFP, PDC1-mCherrry; see competition assay) using the CRISPR-Cas9 system (Ryan et al. 2016 ).
We replaced the amino acid at position 95 in GRS2 of S. cerevisiae, which possesses the amino acid of SpB (lysine, AAG), with the SpC substitution (arginine, AGG). We followed the protocol of Ryan et al. (2016) and confirmed the introduced mutation of single colonies by sequencing. We performed competition assays at 30 C and 37 C by competing the mutant (BY4741-95R PDC1-GFP) and the WT (BY4741 PDC1-GFP) strain against the same genetic background (WT BY4741 PCD1-mCherry). This enabled us to do a pairwise comparison and to reject any effect that could come from the different fluorophores. We performed two independent competitions assays at both temperatures using four biological replicates (single colonies from independent transformations), each with four to nine technical replicates. The competition and subsequent analysis were performed as described earlier (see: Competitive growth assay between GRS2 SpB and GRS2
).
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